
                                             ENGLISH GUIDE 5° BÁSICOS 

UNIT: REINFORCEMENT 

 

 

I .- Vocabulary : Write these  Short adjectives  into Spanish 

Fierce  = Short = 

Noisy =       Quiet = 

Poor   = Messy = 
Long  = Big = 

Small  = Rich = 
Neat = Young = 

Old = Slow = 

Fast = Tall = 
Sad = Happy = 

 

REMEMBER ¡¡¡ 

COMPARATIVES ADJECTIVES : SHORT ADJECTIVES 

 
    TALL ER  
    
   RICH ER THAN  
 
 

 

 

II .-ORDER THE WORDS IN A SENTENCE 

 

1 .- richer     King    the    is    princess     than     the 

 

 

BIG GER 

HAPP IER 



2 .- than    the    mouse    elephant    is    the    bigger   

3 .-girl    than    the    happier     boy    the     is 

_____________________________________________________________________    

III .- Match the opposite with a line. They are short adjectives 

Fierce                                       rich 

Noisy                                       short 

Poor                                         mean 

Long                                        quiet 

Small                                      messy 

Neat                                       big 

Old                                         ugly 

Pretty                                    sad 

Happy                                   young 

 

IV.- Complete this sentences with  : fierce- cute / poor - rich  / messy – quiet  / tall – 

short 



                                                         

 

 

 
EX.   Panda is bigger  than the rabbit and the rabbit is smaller  than panda 
 

 

 

1.-The lion is _____________than the cat   and the cat is  ____________than the lion 

 

2.-The princess  is _____________than the king  and the  king  is  _______than  the 

princess 

 

3.-The  dog  is __________than  the  monkey  and the monkey is  _________than the  

dog 

 



4.-The  boy  is  __________than the girl and the girl is  ___________than the  boy 

 

V.- Make comparatives sentences 

   
Ex : 

Ex:                   Pizza is big  /  Sandwich is small 
Pizz                  Pizza  is bigger than the sandwich 

 

 

1.-The princess is young  /  the   King is old  

________________________________________________________________ 

2.-The boy is tall / the girl is small 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.- Lion is fast / turtle is slow 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

VI.- Complete the information 

 

    

             

VII.- Read the text and answer 

Susan  has three pets, two dogs and one cat . One dog is big and the other is 
small .The big dog is messy and the small dog is neat .The cat is noisier than the 
two dogs 
 
 

    

The  big 

dog is 

  The   

small      

dog 



Questions 

1 .- How many pets does Susan have ? 

 

 

2 .- Which dog is messier 

 

3 .- Which pets is  noisier ? 

____________________________________________________________ 

VIII.-  Draw two  animals and describe them using comparatives 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

1.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

2 .- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3 .-  --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

IX.-Guess  which animal it is 

It´s    bigger than a  hippo 



It´s  a mammal 

It´s has big ears 

It´s has a short tail  

It´s  quieter than the   monkey  

It´s  a ----------------------- 

 

                                              

 

 

                               Prepared  by  Miss Rebeca  Egaña Mallea 


